iPad/iPhone Cases

It is easy to fill the image up with stylish and trendy Canyon mobile accessories.
Beautiful and pleasant to touch devises, nice texture of qualitative cases – it is all
about Canyon. Add extravagance to your look – choose among variety of colors
and prints.

Why Canyon?
High-quality material.
Canyon cases are very convenient at maintenance and are easy to look after.
Durable, high-quality material is easy to clean from dirt and stains.

Ergonomic design.
All cases have a scrupulously considered design and provide maximum
comfort for the user.

High quality standards.
Our production corresponds to the highest European standards. All materials
are certified by the standards of ROHS, CE.

Ice cover for
iPhone 5/5s
Model:

CNE-C05IP5B

black

8717371863319

CNE-C05IP5W

white

8717371863326

Lightweight and almost invisible, it is perfect for iPhone.
Transparent design complements the original iPhone shape and
makes it look great. The coating is smooth by touch and creates
a safe skipproof surface that helps to prevent the cover from
accidental drops. Our cover has been designed so that all the
buttons, ports and speakers are fully exposed, so you can quickly
and easily adjust your volume, plug in your headphones, and
connect your charging cable while keeping your deviсe on and
being protected with case.

Features:
Ultraslim 0.5 mm
Ultralight 0.5 g
Material: Air Polypropylene
Protects against scratches and dings
Full button protection
Allows full access to all controls and ports
Camera lens cutout

black

white

Ice cover
for iPhone 6
Model:

CNE-C05IP6B

black

8717371864293

CNE-C05IP6W

white

8717371864309

Polyurethane coating is smooth by touch and creates a safe
slipproof surface.

Features:
Ultraslim and ultralight
Flexible, easy-to-grip model
Material: soft thermoplastic polyurethane
Protects against scratches and dings
Full button protection
Allows full access to all controls and ports
Camera lens cutout

black

white

Invisible Cover
for iPhone 6
Model:

CNE-C05IP6T

Transparent

8717371864316

This is ultraslim, light and invisible casing which provides strong
protection for your IPhone. The slim transparent TPU cover has
been designed to fit the iPhone perfectly without any loose edges
or misaligned cutouts. The flexible, elastic material allows a soft and
comfortable grip. Slim and form-fitted to show the perfect shape of your
device. Absorbs shock for superior protection.

Features:
Ultraslim and ultralight
Flexible, easy-to-grip model
Material: soft thermoplastic polyurethane
Protects against scratches and dings
Full button protection
Allows full access to all controls and ports
Camera lens cutout

Life is Cover
for iPhone 5/5s
Model:

CNS-C24IP5DG

Work. Dark Grey

8717371863395

CNS-C24IP5BL

School. Blue

8717371863401

CNS-C24IP5BN

Travel. Blue Navy

8717371863418

CNS-C24IP5O

Music. Orange

8717371863425

CNS-C24IP5W

Art. White

8717371863432

CNS-C24IP5BE

Rest. Beige

8717371863449

CNS-C24IP5G

Sport. Green

8717371863456

CNS-C24IP5R

Cinema (Movie). Red

8717371863463

CNS-C24IP5P

Girls. Pink

8717371863470

CNS-C24IP5LG

Food. Light Grey

8717371863487

Durable and lightweight polypropylene makes this cover a reliable
protective solution with minimal weight and thickness. The new
matte coating is smooth by touch, ensures an excellent grip and
represents an effective slipproof surface which prevents your
iPhone from accidental drops. Full coverage from the top, buttom
left and right of your device. Designed to keep the original look of
the device while being fully protected.

Features:
Slim, form-fitting design
Material: soft-touch polypropylene
Protects against scratches and dings
Full button protection
Allows full access to all controls and ports
Camera lens cutout

Ice Case for iPad
Model:

iPad mini Retina:
CNE-CIYIPM2W

white

8717371862954

CNE-CIYIPM2R

red

8717371862961

CNE-CIYIPM2B

black

8717371862947

CNE-CIYIPDAB

black

8717371862978

CNE-CIYIPDAW

white

8717371862985

CNE-CIYIPDAR

red

8717371862992

iPad Air:

The case is classic monochrome style, with excellent barrier properties
and attractive design. The accessory consists of two parts, a rigid back
pad and a folding cover. The back cover is made of transparent plastic,
so your iPad will look natural. The case allows you to set the tablet at
different angles for comfortable operation. And thanks to all necessary
cuts including one for the speaker, work with the cover turns into
pleasure.

Features:
Slim size
Material: polyurethane + frost plastic
Slipproof
Adjustable multiangle view mode for landscape view
Steadiness even when a touch screen game is played
Front and back protection
Integrated cover magnets activate iPad’s sleep/wake function
Full access to all controls

Life is Case for iPad Mini Retina
Model:

CNS-C24IPM2DG

Work. Dark Grey

8717371862749

CNS-C24IPM2BL

School. Blue

5291485000189

CNS-C24IPM2BN

Travel. Blue Navy

8717371865160

CNS-C24IPM2O

Music. Orange

8717371862770

CNS-C24IPM2W

Art. White

8717371862787

CNS-C24IPM2BE

Rest. Beige

8717371862794

CNS-C24IPM2G

Sport. Green

8717371862800

CNS-C24IPM2R

Cinema (Movie). Red

8717371862817

CNS-C24IPM2P

Girls. Pink

8717371862824

CNS-C24IPM2LG

Food. Light Grey

8717371862831

This very interesting transformer сase with a marvelous design will
not only provide protection against damages but will spice up any
ordinary day with the bright colors. A distinctive feature of this case
is its foldable cover with the ability to turn the case in an upright
position in a kind of horizontal stand for watching videos, surfing
the Internet and in the portrait position for reading magazines,
books etc. The surface is very smooth, so it gives very pleasant
tactile feeling. With this collection you can enhance emotions and
joyful moments of your life. Let your life be amazing!

Features:
Slim size with both portrait and landscape view
Material: PU embossed front cover and plastic soft-touch back cover
Slipproof
Adjustable multiangle view mode for landscape view
Steadiness even when a touch screen game is played
Front and back protection
Integrated cover magnets activate iPad’s sleep/wake function
Full access to all control

Cases for iPad
Model:

iPad mini Retina:
CNS-HIPM2Y

yellow

8717371860950

CNS-HIPM2G

green

8717371860967

CNS-HIPA2G

green

8717371860974

CNS-HIPA2Y

yellow

8717371860981

iPad Air:

Full protection case to prevent your iPad mini from drops and
scratches. Versatile stand for typing and viewing mode. The front
cover activates sleep & wake function. The magnetic closure keeps
the cover tightly shut.

Features:
Material: top-grade soft PU leather
Magnetic strip for secure closure
Sleep and awake automatic function
Perfectly fits your iPad shape and highlight its beauty.
Full protection, dustproof, ecofriendly
Easy installation and removal

